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A numerical verification framework 

for differential privacy in estimation



Introduction
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Figure 1. An example of differential privacy in sensor network

• Differential privacy(df) makes it hard to distinguish outputs of a 
mechanism produced by adjacent inputs, which can help preserve 
the privacy of shared data.

• It is difficult to verify the df properties of the proposed estimation 
mechanisms[1][2][3] since they take values on continuous spaces, 
requiring to check for an infinite set of inequalities.

• The numerical verification framework mitigates this problem by 
partitioning the continuous space into a suitably chosen finite set of 
collection and making the evaluation wrt this partition.

• We confirm the df properties of a novel W2 MHE, while comparing 
its performance with alternative estimators in simulation.
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Problem Formulation
System & Observation model:

A state estimator of this system is a stochastic mapping: 

Differential privacy in estimation:

●
 

●  

● 3



Challenges & Solution

High-likelihood differential privacy:
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Technical challenges:
● Unknown range of the estimator    ->    High-likelihood differential privacy
● Infinite set of space partition          ->    Identification of a suitable space partition
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Identification of a suitable space partition:

Challenges & Solution
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Challenges & Solution

The original problem is now turned into checking the differential privacy with respect to a 
high-likely range and a given partition of that range.

Identification of a suitable space partition:
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Test Framework
Overview:

* Test framework is inspired by the work: Z. Ding, Y. Wang, G. Wang, D. Zhang, and D. Kifer, “Detecting violations of differential privacy,” in Proc. ACM SIGSAC 
Conf. Comput. Commun. Security, 2018, pp. 475–489.
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Test Framework
Event list generation:

* HighLikelySet method is inspired by the work: A. Devonport and M. Arcak, “Estimating 
reachable sets with scenario optimization,” in Proc. Annu. Learn. Dyn. Control Conf., 
2020, pp. 75–84.
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Test Framework
Hypothesis Test:

* Numerical test method is inspired by the work: R. A. Fisher, The Design of Experiments. Edinburgh, U.K.: Oliver Boyd, 1935, pp. 252–254.
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Test Framework
Theoretical guarantee:
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Experiments
System & Observation model:

We consider a two-dimension non-isotropic model (                            ) with 
the observation model as: 

.

Generate two d-adjacent sensor data:

Implement the numerical framework on 

●  
●  
●  
●  
● sk = 1, 0.8 or 0.7 (filter)

● Level of differential privacy  
● Confidence value 
● Estimation accuracy

Compute



Experiments
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Test results

● sk = 1

● Data distinguishable
● Very accurate (0 error)

● sk = 0.8

●      = 0.39947
●      = 0.0888
●              = 0.004



Experiments
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Comparisons between different mechanisms
●                               vs   Input Perturbation

● Specific to sensor setup
● 2 out of 3, filter wins

●                             is better

●                                 vs  

* Differential private EKF is inspired by the work: J. L. Ny and G. J. Pappas, “Differentially private filtering,” IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, pp. 341–354, 2014.



Conclusions
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● A numerical test framework to evaluate the differential 
privacy of continuous-range mechanisms with a 
precise quantifiable performance guarantee

● A tool for the system designers to choose which 
differential-private mechanism to be used based on 
the numerical test results
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